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4. **Rationale:**

Over 155,000 asymptomatic silent myocardial infarctions (MIs) are discovered annually in the United States (1). The reported incidence of SMI ranges from 22% to 60% of the total MI incidence, and the prognosis of SMIs is similar or potentially worse than clinically recognized MIs (CMIs) (2). The wide variation in the incidence rates of SMIs results from the differences by which SMIs are defined. Different modalities, such as electrocardiograms (ECG) or cardiac MRI, detect SMIs at different rates, and even studies using the same method yield different rates of SMI.

Most studies evaluating SMIs derive their findings from ECG data. However, different criteria exist to identify SMIs from ECG. In principle, SMI is defined from ECG as presence of pathological Q waves indicating an MI in the absence of evidence of a prior clinical MI. Nevertheless, differences among studies stem from how ECG-evidence of MI as well as prior clinical MI are defined. A self-reported prior history of a clinical MI, which is typically used in cross-sectional studies, is susceptible to recall bias but easy to collect. On the other hand, ascertainment of a prior clinical MI via review of hospital admissions records by an adjudication committee, which is used in longitudinal studies, is more accurate but could be logistically challenging. Each of these methods could yield different estimates for SMI, and subsequently different levels of associations with outcomes.

Similarly, there are several methods to define pathological Q/new MI from ECG, and yet all considered standard approaches (12, 13). ECG-MI could be defined by Minnesota ECG classification, the most commonly used ECG classification in population studies, as presence of a major Q/QS wave abnormality (MC1.1 or MC1.2) or minor Q/QS waves abnormality (MC 1.3) with major ST-T abnormality (MC 4.1, MC4.2, MC5.1 or MC5.2). Utilizing that definition, SMI could be defined as presence of ECG-MI by Minnesota code at one point of time in the absence of prior history of self-reported MI. This approach has been used in cross-sectional studies (3-5). When multiple exam visits are available in longitudinal studies, the same ECG-MI definition also could be used to define new silent MI. In that case, new silent MI in a follow up visit could be defined as presence of evidence of ECG-MI by Minnesota code in that visit without evidence of a prior ECG-MI or clinical MI in a prior visit (6,7). Another more specific approach that also uses Minnesota ECG Classification is called QSTTT Serial changes (8). This approach takes into account not only developing new ECG-MI by Minnesota code as previously defined in a follow up visit, but also requires significant changes in the amplitude and/or duration of the QSTTT waveforms. Minor modifications to each of these approaches have also been reported. For example, instead of defining new MI from serial changes as codes Q1-Q7, using Q1-Q8 has been used (9,10).

Each approach would expectedly yield different rates for SMI and may have different associations with outcomes. However, these assertions remain un-tested. Furthermore, previous reports showed differences in the incidence and prognostic significance of SMI by sex and race, and hence, it is possible that sex and race modify the relationship between SMI definition with outcomes (6, 7, 11). Therefore, the aims of this study are to examine the impact of the method by which SMI is defined on the observed rates and prognostic significance of SMI, and the race and sex differences in these associations.
5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**

1) To examine the impact of the method by which silent MI is defined on the observed rates of silent MI in the ARIC study, overall and stratified by sex and race
2) To compare the associations of silent MI using different definitions with CHD events, CVD events and all-cause mortality
3) To examine the impact of sex and race on the relationship between SMI definition with CHD events, CVD events and all-cause mortality.

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).**

**Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria:**

We will include ARIC participants with good quality and complete ECG data at ARIC visits 1 through 4 and have follow up data after visit 4. We will exclude participants with prevalent CVD at baseline (visit 1) which includes coronary artery disease (ECG evidence of MI or a self-reported history of physician-diagnosed MI, coronary artery bypass surgery, or coronary angioplasty), history of stroke and history of heart failure. Since we will focus on SMI only, we will also exclude participants with clinical MI after baseline and before visit 4.

**Variables:**

**Silent MI:**

In collaboration with the ARIC ECG Reading Center (represented in the proposal), the following definitions of silent MI will be developed based on ECG data and adjudicated clinical MIs between visits 1 and 4:

1) **Definition #1**: SMI will be defined as presence of Minnesota Code ECG-MI [Major Q waves abnormality (MC 1.1 or MC 1.2) or minor Q/QS waves abnormality (MC 1.3) with major ST-T abnormality (MC 4.1, MC 4.2, MC 5.1 or MC 5.2)] in a follow up visit without evidence of a Minnesota Code ECG-MI or clinical MI by adjudication in the prior visit during visits 1 to 4.
   a. In additional analysis, we will consider a definition that only uses major Q waves abnormality (MC 1.1 or MC 1.2); “Definition #1-a”
2) **Definition #2**: SMI will be defined as presence of Minnesota Code Serial Changes [codes Q1 to Q7] in a follow up visit without evidence of a clinical MI by adjudication in the prior visit during visits 1 to 4
   a. In additional analysis, we will consider a definition that only uses Serial Changes codes Q1 to Q8; “Definition #2-a”
3) **Definition #3 (visit 4 only)**: SMI will be defined as presence of Minnesota Code ECG-MI [Major Q waves abnormality (MC 1.1 or MC 1.2) or minor Q/QS waves abnormality (MC 1.3) with major ST-T abnormality (MC 4.1, MC 4.2, MC 5.1 or MC 5.2)] in visit 4 without self-reported history of a prior MI before visit 4.
   a. In additional analysis, we will consider a definition that only uses major Q waves abnormality (MC 1.1 or MC 1.2); “Definition #3-a”
4) Evolving ST-depression/T wave inversion: all ST-T1- ST-T7, in the absence of interim documented clinical MIs
5) Evolving bundle branch block: E-BBB1- E-BBB3, in the absence of interim documented clinical MIs

Outcome variables: Fatal and non-fatal CHD events, fatal and non-fatal CVD events, and all-cause mortality occurring after visit 4.

Covariates: Age, gender, race, education level, body mass index, LDL-cholesterol, smoking status, systolic blood pressure, use of blood pressure medications, use of lipid lowering medications, and diabetes mellitus

Statistical Analysis:

Baseline characteristics will be summarized and stratified by MI status (no MI, and SMI). The chi-square test and t-test will be used to compare participant characteristics, as appropriate.

The rates of SMI by different definitions will be calculated, overall and stratified by race and sex and compared using Chi-square/Logistic Regression. Initial analyses will focus on the entire cohort, and secondarily, stratified analyses according to race and sex groups will be employed to further describe significant relationships. Adjustment will be made for baseline demographics (age, race, and sex).

Kaplan-Meier estimates and the log-rank test will be used to compare the cumulative rates of each outcome stratified by MI status and each SMI definition, separately. Participants will be censored at the time of event, death, or at the end of follow-up.

Cox proportional hazards analysis will be used to examine the association between SMI (vs. no MI) with each type of outcome event (CHD events, CVD events, and all-cause mortality), separately occurring after visit 4. We will test the validity of the proportional hazards assumption by visually inspecting the log-log plots. Model 1 will be unadjusted. Model 2 will adjust for demographic characteristics. Model 3 will include covariates from Model 2 plus LDL-cholesterol level, body mass index, smoking status, systolic blood pressure, antihypertensive medication use, and diabetes.

Stratified analysis by race and sex will be conducted in models adjusted in a similar fashion to model 3, and the p values for interaction will be calculated in each subgroup.

The threshold of statistical significance will be set at $\alpha = 0.05$ in all analyses.
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